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Abstract—We present a high-performance low-power design of linear array multipliers based on a combination of the following
techniques: signal flow optimization in [3:2] adder array for partial product reduction, left-to-right leapfrog (LRLF) signal flow, and
splitting of the reduction array into upper/lower parts. The resulting upper/lower LRLF (ULLRLF) multiplier is compared with tree
multipliers. From automatic layout experiments, we find that ULLRLF multipliers have similar power, delay, and area as tree multipliers
for n  32. With more regularity and inherently shorter interconnects, the ULLRLF structure presents a competitive alternative to tree
structures in the design of fast low-power multipliers implemented in deep submicron VLSI technology.
Index Terms—Left-to-right array multiplier, tree multiplier, high-performance design, low-power design, layout regularity.
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HE

three steps of multiplication are: 1) recoding and
partial product (PP) generation (PPG), 2) PP reduction
(PPR), and 3) final carry-propagate addition (CPA). Based
on the approaches to PPR, multipliers are usually classified
into: a) linear array multipliers with logic delay proportional to data width n and b) tree multipliers with delay
proportional to logðnÞ [6]. The tree reduction treats PP bits
either in rows or in columns. Although tree multipliers have
the shortest logic delay in the PPR step, they have irregular
layouts with complicated interconnects. Irregular layouts
not only demand more physical design effort, but also
introduce significant interconnect delay and make noise a
problem due to several types of wiring capacitance [1]. On
the other hand, array multipliers have larger delay and offer
regular layout with simpler interconnects. As interconnects
become important in deep submicron design [26], structures
with regular layout and simple interconnects are preferable.
Our goal is to make the delay of linear array multipliers
compatible with the delay of tree multipliers, thus allowing
the use of more regular layouts with shorter interconnects.
In addition, we want to show that the structure we propose
reduces the power consumption which is a critical concern
in modern VLSI system design [26].
Modern tree multiplier designs use [4:2] adders [15] to
reduce the PPR logic delay and regularize the layout. To
improve regularity and compact layout, regularly structured tree with recurring blocks [8] and rectangular-styled
tree by folding [10] were proposed at the expense of more
complicated interconnects. In [17], [20], a three-dimensional
minimization (TDM) algorithm was developed to design
adders of the maximal possible size with optimized signal
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connections, which further shortened the PPR path by 1  2
XOR delays. However, the resulting structure has a rather
irregular layout compared to a [4:2] adder tree. In [4],
multiplication was divided recursively into smaller multiplications to increase layout regularity and scalability,
which essentially resulted in a hierarchical tree structure.
In linear array multiplier design, the even/odd split
structure [11] was proposed to reduce both the delay and
power of conventional right-to-left (RL) linear array
structures. In [13], an improved even/odd structure,
leapfrog, was proposed to take advantage of the delay
imbalances in adders. In [5], a left-to-right (LR) carry-free
array multiplier was proposed where the final CPA step to
produce the MSBs of the product was avoided by using onthe-fly conversion in parallel with the linear reduction. In
[2], the carry-free approach was extended to produce a
2n-bit product. It was also discovered that there are fewer
glitches in LR reduction arrays than in the conventional
RL arrays, especially for data with a large dynamic range. In
[14], LR array multipliers and hybrid structures with
combined LR and RL types were studied in a generalized
cellular template for different data characteristics. The
switching activities are evaluated and compared with
activities in a tree multiplier by using an ideal zero-delay
model. In [25], the power consumption in the LR PPR array
for Booth recoded multiplication was studied for
DSP applications. In [7], a low-power LR array multiplier
without final CPA was designed using strategically placed
(3, 2), (5, 3), and (7, 4) counters and a modified on-the-fly
converter [2]. In [18], an asynchronous array multiplier with
split RL upper array and LR lower array was proposed to
make the computation time faster with relatively lower
power consumption.
In this work, we propose structure optimization techniques to further reduce power and delay in LR array
multipliers without significant increase in the complexities
of modules and interconnects. The following techniques are
considered: signal flow optimization in [3:2] adder array for
linear PPR, left-to-right leapfrog (LRLF) structure, and
upper/lower splitting structure. As the optimization is at
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 2. LR radix-4 PP bit array (n = 12).
Fig. 1. neg=two=one-nf generator.
ðnewÞ

the architecture level, both power reduction and delay
reduction are achieved. For the highest performance, we
combine the advantages of upper/lower splitting,
LR computation, leapfrog flow, and propose a ULLRLF
multiplier. We also optimize row-based tree multipliers for
fair comparison with the proposed multiplier. The final
adders in multipliers discussed here are optimized for
nonuniform input arrival time (refer to [9] for algorithm
details). Through automatic layout and guided layout, we
demonstrate that ULLRLF multipliers have less area and
power than optimized tree multipliers, while keeping a
similar delay for n  32.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes our approach of radix-4 recoding and partial
product generation. Section 3 presents power optimization
techniques for the reduction structure. Section 4 combines
several optimization techniques for high-performance linear array reduction. Section 5 presents a delay optimized tree
multiplier which treats PP bits in rows for regularity.
Section 6 gives experimental results and Section 7 concludes
this work. In our study, the multiplicand X ¼ xn1 2n1 þ
Pn2
P
j
n1
i
þ n2
j¼0 xj 2 and the multiplier Y ¼ yn1 2
i¼0 yi 2 are
integers in the two’s-complement form with n being even to
simplify description. For logic-level analysis, the delay of a
2-input XOR2 gate, TXOR2 , is used as the unit delay. The
delay of a simple gate such as NAND2 is 0:5TXOR2 . The
delay of a complex gate such as AOI22 is TXOR2 .

2

PARTIAL PRODUCT GENERATION

Radix-4 multiplier recoding reduces the number of PPs,
resulting in less area and power than in binary multiplication. In linear array multipliers, reduced PPs also
improve the delay. After comparing common recoding
schemes, we developed a version neg=two=one-f [9] (“nf”
for neg-first) shown in Fig. 1. The negation operation is done
before the selection between 1X and 2X so that twoi and
onei set P Pi to zero regardless of negi for “0.” To generate
an additional “1” for negative P Pi , a correction bit ci ¼
y2iþ1 ðy2i y2i1 Þ0 is used. The delay of the recoding and PPG
logic is roughly 2TXOR2 . The signal paths are more balanced
than in other schemes and glitches are, thus, reduced in
subsequent PPR logic.
Due to shifting, each PP has a 0 between P Piþ1;0 and ci .
To have a more regular LSB part of each PP, P Pi;0 is added
ðnewÞ
ðnewÞ
with ci bit in advance [24]. The P Pi;0
and ci
are
described as:
ðnewÞ

P Pi;0

¼ x0  ðy2i  y2i1 Þ;

ð1Þ

ci

ðnewÞ

¼ y2iþ1 y02i y02i1 þ y2iþ1 x00 ðy2i  y2i1 Þ:

ð2Þ

ðnewÞ

Both ci
and Pi;0
are obtained no later than other
PP bits. The generated PP bit-array is arranged in MSB-first,
i.e., LR manner, as shown in Fig. 2. The gray circles are
ðnewÞ
ðnewÞ
P Pi;0
and the white circles are ci
.

3

POWER OPTIMIZATION
REDUCTION

OF

PARTIAL PRODUCT

In the traditional linear reduction structure, a large number
of glitches or spurious transitions are generated because
PP bits arrive at the same time but are added serially and
the input-to-output paths in adder cells have different
delays [19]. Glitches cause a snow-balling effect as signals
propagate through the array. In addition, the delay gap
between tree multipliers and array multipliers is mainly
due to the linear PPR structure. To reduce power and
improve speed, signal balancing, and parallelism are
introduced in PPR.

3.1

Signal Flow Optimization (SFO) in [3:2] Adder
Array

We first consider the popular linear PPR structure with [3:2]
adders. These linear structures have large power consumption due to unbalanced signal arrivals in the adders. To
balance signals, the behavior of the full adder (FA) in
multipliers is analyzed as follows: Here, we only consider
the MUX-based FA structure (FA-MUX) in Fig. 3. The
worst-case delay from A and B to Sum=Cout is 2TXOR2 . The
delay from C to Sum=Cout is TXOR2 . The availability of
Sum=Cout depends on the relative arrival times of three
inputs. We use i to represent the arrival time of signal i.
Denote A;B as maxðA ; B Þ. Sum and Cout in FA-MUX are
expressed as:
Sum ¼ Cout ¼ maxðA;B þ TXOR2 ; C Þ þ TXOR2 :

Fig. 3. MUX-based FA: (a) design and (b) symbol.

ð3Þ
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Fig. 4. Glitch scenarios in FA-MUX: (a) no glitches, (b) partial glitches, (c) full glitches.

Specifically,

Sum ¼ Cout ¼

A;B þ 2TXOR2
C þ TXOR2

if C  A;B
ð4Þ
if C  A;B þ TXOR2 :

Different  scenarios introduce different switching
activities in FAs (the switching probability is denoted by
). To simplify analysis, we assume there is no change in
signal A. This assumption is reasonable if A is connected to
a PP bit that only switches at the very beginning. In terms of
power consumption, the best scenario of signal arrivals is
C ¼ B þ TXOR2 ;

ð5Þ

where there are no glitches on Sum or Cout, as shown in
Fig. 4a. Partial glitches due to inertial delay (Tinertial ) [23] are
generated if
B þ TXOR2  Tinertial  C  B þ TXOR2 þ Tinertial

ð6Þ

and
C 6¼ B þ TXOR2 :

ð7Þ

This situation is shown in Fig. 4b. The shaded region is the
region affected by delay inertia. The voltage swing in partial
glitches is not rail-to-rail and cannot propagate through the
next gate. Full rail-to-rail glitches in Fig. 4c are generated if
C < B þ TXOR2  Tinertial

ð8Þ

C > B þ TXOR2 þ Tinertial :

ð9Þ

bits only switch at the earliest point, which we define as time
0. Compared to pin A and B, the delay from pin C to
Sum=Cout is only one TXOR2 delay and the switching of pin C
affects only two gates (XOR and MUX). Therefore, it is better
not to use C for P Pij so that C is connected to signals with
more switching activities. Between A and B, pin A is chosen
for P Pij because B has less load capacitance and is also
reserved for signals with more switching activities. Second,
Sin=Cin are connected to B=C according to signal arrival
times. If Sin ¼ Cin , the one with more switching activities is
connected to pin C because pin C affects one less gate than B.
Gate-level power estimation techniques [16] are used to
calculate the transition probabilities of FA input signals in the
multiplier. In linear array multipliers, we find that most
Sin signals have more switching activities than Cin signals.
Therefore, most Sin signals are connected to C when
Sin ¼ Cin .
This module-level signal flow optimization is different
from gate-level pin swapping [3] in two ways. First, gate-level
pin swapping only considers equivalent pins of simple gates
such as NAND3. It is not easy to detect the arithmetic
equivalence of module input pins when multipliers are
treated in the same way as random logic. Second, gate-level
pin swapping only considers signal switching and pin
capacitance. The signal arrival times and the delay property

or

Full glitches consume more power than partial glitches
because they are rail-to-rail transitions that could propagate
through many gate stages if they are wide enough. Therefore,
it is still beneficial to make B and C arrive as close as possible
and have a narrow pulse in the case of full glitches.
Functionally, three input pins of an FA are equivalent and
interchangeable. In the PPR part of linear array multipliers,
each FA has three incoming signals Sin, Cin, and P Pij . There
are six possibilities of connecting those signals to three input
pins. A usual flow is to connect Cin to C, Sin to either A or B.
To reduce power consumption, we propose to optimize the
signal flow based on signal switching probability  and
arrival time . This SFO algorithm is named - and shown in
Fig. 5. First, P Pij is always connected to pin A instead of B. PP

Fig. 5. - SFO algorithm in [3:2] adder linear PPR.
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Fig. 6. Radix-4 LR [3:2] adder array multiplier with SFO (n = 12).

Fig. 7. Radix-4 LRLF array multiplier (n = 12).

of FAs are not used. Fig. 6 shows a radix-4 LR array multiplier
with SFO. Each adder symbol represents either a FA if all
three inputs are variables or a half adder (HA) if one of three
inputs is constant. The numbers associated with cout/sum
wires are signal arrival times in terms of TXOR2 . The shaded
cells are used to reduce three bits from the left columns of PPR
to two bits. These cells are extra hardware unique to
LR multipliers. Because of SFO, 18 out of 54 unshaded cells
in PPR have better signal arrival scenarios. The PPR delay is
also reduced considerably, which is advantageous to power
saving. Along the nth column in radix-4 LR, the delay is
reduced from ðn  3ÞTXOR to b2n=3  1cTXOR . For n ¼ 32, the
reduction is 30 percent.

3.2 Left-to-Right Leapfrog (LRLF) Structure
To exploit the delay difference between carry and sum
signals in adders, the sum signals in the leapfrog structure
[13] for conventional RL array multipliers skip over
alternate rows. Because all the carry signals propagate
through the entire array, the MSBs of final PPR vectors
arrive at the same latest time. This, unfortunately, prevents
optimization of the final CPA that is possible in tree
multipliers. To utilize the final CPA optimization and lowpower feature of LR multipliers, we combine LR computation and leapfrog flow, resulting in a new LRLF array
multiplier scheme. An LRLF multiplier for the PP array of
Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 7. The dashed lines are carry signals
and the solid lines are sums. The delay imbalances in FAs

are utilized by connecting sum signals from one even (odd)
row to the next even (odd) row while connecting carry
signals always to the next row. An extra ðn  3Þ-bit [3:2]
adder is used to add right-side vectors from PPR. An extra
ðn  5Þ-bit [4:2] adder and a 2-bit [3:2] adder are required to
add the left-side vectors in LRLF, which is different from RL
leapfrog. Final CPA is optimized to match the nonuniform
arrival time profile of the inputs, as discussed later.

3.3 Upper/Lower Split Structure
In linear array multipliers, the lower rows consume more
power than the upper rows in the PPR array because of the
snow-balling glitch effect. If the long path of PPR could be
broken into parallel short paths, there would be a saving in
power. One approach to reduce the PPR length is to split
the array into two parts, each having a half number of rows.
If each part is split further, a multilevel tree structure will be
finally generated. To keep simple interconnects and
structural regularity, we first consider one-level splitting.
The classic splitting scheme is even/odd splitting with
even rows in one part and odd rows in another part [11].
Each part is added separately in parallel. The final even/
odd vectors from two parts are reduced to two vectors
using a [4:2] adder. By interleaved placement, the layout
regularity of linear array multipliers is kept with increased
routing complexity. LRLF can be viewed as an improved
even/odd structure with parallel sum signals and serial
carry signals. Another possibility is to simply divide the
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regularity. Our results indicate that this can be achieved
for a typical precision n  32.

Fig. 8. High-level EOLRLF algorithm.

array into upper and lower parts. Each part is a smaller LR
PPR array and [3:2] adders with SFO are applied for
reduction. The final upper/lower vectors are added by a
[4:2] adder. The layout regularity is kept by putting the
[4:2] adder in the middle. This scheme is named ULLR-SFO.

4

DELAY OPTIMIZATION
REDUCTION

OF

PARTIAL PRODUCT

For the highest performance, we combine the advantages of
splitting, LR computation, and leapfrog flow to produce
split array LRLF structures. We also consider the optimization of adder types and the signal flow between adders. The
objective is to develop array multipliers with similar delay
and power as tree multipliers while maintaining the

Fig. 9. EOLRLF array multiplier (n = 24).

4.1 Split Array LRLF
The PPR critical path of an LRLF array multiplier in
Section 3.2 is about dn2 e XOR2 gates, while that of an n-bit
radix-4 tree multiplier is 3ðdlog2 ðn4ÞeÞ XOR2 gates. The delay
of LRLF is not comparable with the delay of tree multipliers
when n  16. To reduce PPR delay, another level of
parallelism is necessary. LRLF is used as the basic structure
to maintain the regularity of array multipliers.
One approach is to split the PP bit array into even and odd
PPs. In each split part, PPs are shifted four bits each row and
reduced into two vectors using an LRLF structure. The
vectors from even and odd parts are added by a ð2n  4Þ-bit
final [4:2] adder. This algorithm is named EOLRLF and a
high-level description is shown in Fig. 8. A structure
example is illustrated in Fig. 9.
Another approach is to split the PP bit array into upper
PPs and lower PPs. In each part, PPs are shifted two bits
each row and reduced into two vectors by an LRLF
structure. The LRLF reduction structure is similar to that
in Fig. 7, except that the extra left-side [4:2] adder is only
ðn=2  5Þ-bit. The vectors from upper and lower parts are
added by a final [4:2] adder. To reduce the size of this
adder, the highest carry bit from the right-side [3:2] adder of
LRLF in Fig. 7 is fed into the left-side [4:2] adder as T in0
instead of being a bit of the final vector. In this way, only an
ðn þ 2Þ-bit final [4:2] adder is required because of an empty
position on the ð32 n þ 1Þth column, as shown in Fig. 10. If
this bit position is not empty, an additional ðn2  1Þ-bit [3:2]
adder is needed. This algorithm is named ULLRLF and a
high-level description is shown in Fig. 11.
The PPR delays of split array LRLF multipliers are about
ðdn4 þ 3e  dn4 þ 4eÞTXOR2 , depending on the type of adders
used. For n ¼ 32, the delay is 11  12, while the best result
of a tree multiplier is 9. Further splitting of the PP array is
not considered as it degrades the layout regularity significantly. Instead, optimization of adders and the final
CPA will be used to narrow the remaining gap. The simpler
layout of linear array structures will also play a role because
of smaller wire capacitances.
Compared to EOLRLF, ULLRLF has two main advantages.
First, the final [4:2] adder in ULLRLF is only ðn þ 2Þ-bit in
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Fig. 10. ULLRLF array multiplier (n = 24).

contrast to ð2n  4Þ-bit in EOLRLF. Second, the shifting
distance between PPs in each upper/lower part is 2 bits
instead of 4, which leads to simpler layout. The floorplan of
ULLRLF is simple and straightforward, as shown in Fig. 12.
The extra [4:2] adder in each part is distributed into PPR rows.
The final [4:2] adder is placed together with CPA to reduce the
number of long interconnects. In contrast, the floorplan of
EOLRLF requires interleaving and longer interconnects. On
the other hand, ULLRLF has a few more latest-arriving bits
from PPR than than EOLRLF, which leads to about one extra
TAO21 delay in the final adder. The overall performance
depends on the relative effects of these factors.

4.2 Optimization of Adder Cells
LRLF is based on [3:2] adders and the basic modules are
FAs. Besides FA-MUX in Fig. 3, FA-AO with majority logic

Fig. 11. High-level ULLRLF algorithm.

in Fig. 13 is another choice. FA-AO is better in logic delay as
the delay from all inputs to Cout is TAO222 (TAO222  TXOR2 ).
We have applied signal flow optimization to both FA-AObased and FA-MUX-based LRLF multipliers. We find that
the overall logic delays of two multiplier types are very
close [9]. This is because the inherent imbalance in FA-MUX
helps it benefit more from signal flow optimization.
Considering that FA-MUX has smaller area than FA-AO,
we use FA-MUX even for high-performance PPR.
Besides [3:2] adders, there is one extra [4:2] adder row in
LRLF. These [4:2] adders are also optimized according to
input  scenarios. The basic [4:2] adder module, M42, is
shown in Fig. 14. The delay from any input A, B, C, and D to
output Sum or Cout is 3TXOR2 . Each M42 actually has five

Fig. 12. Floorplan of ULLRLF (n = 32).
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Fig. 13. AO222-based FA design (FA-AO).

inputs because there is one intermediate signal T in. In the
extra [4:2] adder for LRLF in Fig. 7, more than half of the
5-input M42s have one or more zero inputs. M42s with two or
more zero inputs are simplified to be FAs or HAs. M42s with
one zero input are redesigned for speed. Assume the four
nonzero inputs of a simplified M42 are A, B, C, and D with 
relation A  B  C  D . The order is arbitrary as all inputs
are equivalent in functionality. According to input arrival
profiles, two designs with different Sum logic are developed:
M42L (linear-Sum) in Fig. 15a and M42T (tree-Sum) in Fig. 15b.
The arrival times of T out and Cout are
T out ¼ B þ TAND2 ;

ð10Þ

Cout ¼ maxðB þ TXOR2 ; D Þ þ TAO222 ;

ð11Þ

which are smaller than those in M42. In M42L, Sum arrives at
linearSum ¼ maxðBCX ; D Þ þ TXOR2 ;

ð12Þ

where BCX ¼ maxðB þ 2TXOR2 ; C þ TXOR2 Þ. In M42T,
treeSum ¼ D þ 2TXOR2 :

ð13Þ

The [4:2] adder in LRLF schemes is designed from LSB to
MSB as follows: For each bit, sort five inputs A, B, C, D, and
E (one of them being T in) according to arrival time and
assume that E  A  B  C  D . If no input is 0, M42 of

VOL. 54,

NO. 3,
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Fig. 14 is used. To minimize delay, five inputs E, A, B, C,
and D are connected to pin A, B, C, D, and T in in that
order. If two or more inputs are 0s, the adder is reduced to a
FA or HA. If only one input is 0, it must be E because a
constant is available at the earliest time. A simplified
4-input M42 is used in this case. Four inputs A, B, C, and D
are connected to pin A, B, C, and D in that order. M42L is
used for faster Sum if linearSum < treeSum . Otherwise,
M42T is used. The output T out is fed into the next bit
position and the process is repeated. With this optimization,
more than half of the M42s are simplified and many outputs
of the [4:2] adder become available one TXOR2 earlier.

5

OPTIMIZATION
MULTIPLIERS

OF

ROW-BASED TREE

Both row-based tree reduction and column-based tree
reduction have the smallest logic delay proportional to
logðnÞ and have irregular layout with complicated interconnects. However, the regularity of row-based tree
reduction is better. To fairly compare split array LRLF
multipliers with the fastest multipliers, we designed radix-4
tree multipliers based on [4:2] and [3:2] adders with
optimized signal flow. These optimized tree multipliers
eliminate the delay due to the extra P P ½n=2 in normal
radix-4 tree multipliers using [4:2] adders.
For n ¼ 32, the optimized tree multiplier is shown in
Fig. 16. To avoid the delay due to P P ½n=2, the reduction of
nine PPs from P P ½n=2  8 to P P ½n=2 is based on a
[9:4] adder with only 3TXOR2 delay, as illustrated in
Fig. 17. The 3TXOR2 delay is achieved as follows: FA-AO
is used whenever the carry or sum could be faster. FA-MUX
is the choice if there is no delay advantage from the use of
FA-AO. FAs with one constant inputs in the shaded adder
in Fig. 16 are simplified to be HAs with smaller carry/sum

Fig. 14. 1-bit [4:2] adder M42: (a) design and (b) symbol.

Fig. 15. Two simplified M42s: (a) linear-Sum M42L and (b) tree-Sum M42T.
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Fig. 16. Tree PPR with 9TXOR2 delay (n = 32).

Fig. 17. A special [9:4] adder with 3TXOR2 delay.

delay. P Sk1 and P Ck1 are then switched and input into
two second-level [3:2] adders. In the dot graph for secondlevel [3:2] adders, the arrival times of signals are illustrated
by the gray levels of dots: the lighter the earlier. Those
signals coming directly from the first level are marked as
circles. All FAs in the second-level [3:2] adder have one
input arriving at least TXOR2 later than the other two inputs.
This late input is connected pin C of FAs to ensure one
TXOR2 delay in second-level adders. The only HA with two
late inputs also has one TXOR2 delay because it is an HA.
The bit of P Ck on the dashed-line column must be empty
(zero) in order to guarantee a HA with one TXOR2 . This rowbased radix-4 tree multiplier using the special [9:4] adder is
named Tree-RB.
One possible floorplan of Tree-RB is shown in Fig. 18,
which is based on H-tree for symmetry and regularity [22].
Although this floorplan is regular compared to a possible
floorplan of a column-based tree structure, it is more
complex than that of ULLRLF in Fig. 12.

6

EVALUATION

AND

COMPARISON

We evaluate the effect of different optimization techniques by
conducting layout experiments on VHDL designs. Module
generators are written to perform optimizations of
FA selection, signal flow, and final addition in multipliers
and produce designs in technology-independent structural
VHDL descriptions. Generic cells in these VHDL designs are
mapped to the Artisan TSMC-0.18m standard cell library
using the Synopsys Design Compiler. Automatic layouts are
then conducted using Cadence Silicon Ensemble. For highperformance multipliers, experiments with guided floorplanning are also conducted. The row utilization rates for
layouts are initially set at a high value (85 percent) and
decreased 5 percent each time if the routing cannot be
completed. We name the rate with the densest successful
layout a routable rate. The actual die area of the core region on a
chip is the total cell area divided by the row utilization rate. To
measure power consumption, two test data sets are used:
random and djpeg with a large dynamic range. djpeg data are
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TABLE 1
Power in LR Multipliers under random Data

TABLE 2
Power in LR Multipliers under djpeg Data

TABLE 3
Cell Area in LR Multipliers
Fig. 18. Floorplan of Tree-RB (n = 32).

gathered by tracing the execution of 32-bit multiplication in a
32-bit JPEG-decoding program with a typical image input
(from MediaBench Suite [12]).

6.1 Evaluation of Power Optimization Techniques
To compare different power optimization techniques, we
have implemented five 32-bit radix-4 linear array multiplier
schemes in VHDL: conventional RL as a baseline, LR,
LR-SFO, LRLF, and ULLR-SFO. As the focus here is the
PPR step, these designs are only different in PPR. The final
CPAs are not optimized for different input arrival scenarios
and a two-level carry-lookahead adder structure is used in all
designs. Since CPAs are the final modules in all multipliers,
the results on PPG and PPR modules are not affected.
The power consumptions under random and djpeg are
shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. Power
consumption is measured at 100MHz. The area results are
shown in Table 3 and the delay results are in Table 4. CArea
is the total cell area. The values in parentheses are
normalized values. The smallest value of each characteristic
is highlighted in boldface. Besides the total values, power/
delay/area in each submodule are also listed for comparison. These modules are: PPG and PPR (PPGR), extra adder
(eADD), and final CPA in all schemes. The routable rate for
LR and LR-SFO is 80 percent. The routable rate for more
complex LRLF and ULLR-SFO is 75 percent.
For the basic radix-4 LR scheme, there is no power
reduction under random. The power reduction under djpeg
is only 15 percent because some power saving in PPGR is

TABLE 4
Delay in LR Multipliers

canceled by increased power in the final CPA. The power
increase in the final CPA is due to different signal
 scenarios. The left half inputs of the CPA arrive in a
stair-case profile, with MSB being the earliest, which
introduces more glitches than the situation in RL. In other
LR schemes, the scenarios are improved because of less
signal  differences. Note that the CPA delay in the basic
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TABLE 5
Logic Delay Comparison of EOLRLF, ULLRLF,
and Tree Multipliers

LR scheme can be almost removed by using on-the-fly
conversion to take advantage of the staircase profile [5], [2].
LR-SFO achieves about 15 percent power reduction
under both djpeg and random from the basic LR. The delay
in LR-SFO is also 10 percent less. If input buffer and
PPG delay (2:38ns) is excluded from PPGR delay, the net
PPR delay is reduced by 26 percent (from 4:94ns in LR to
3:65ns in LR-SFO), which also matches our theoretical
analysis in Section 3.1. Considering that LR-SFO has the
same cell area and interconnect complexity as the basic LR,
this should be a primary choice for LR array multiplier
design.
As to split structures, both LRLF and ULLR-SFO are
efficient in power and delay reduction. Among all schemes,
ULLR-SFO has the least power consumption under random
and LR-SFO has the least power consumption under djpeg.
This indicates that SFO is a very useful power-saving
technique in LR array multipliers. As to delay, LRLF is the
best, followed by ULLR-SFO. In terms of power-delay
product, LRLF and ULLR-SFO are the best because array
splitting reduces the PPR delay significantly. As splitting
structures are more complex, however, LRLF and ULLRSFO are the best candidates only when a small power-delay
product is the main goal.
The delays of these structures are still not comparable to
tree multipliers. For a comparable delay, we have combined
these individual techniques and generated EOLRLF/
ULLRLF structures which are evaluated in the next section.

6.2

Comparison of EOLRLF, ULLRLF, and Tree
Multipliers
For high-performance multipliers, we first conduct a logiclevel delay comparison of EOLRLF, ULLRLF, and tree
multipliers. Radix-2 and radix-4 TDM schemes [17], [24] are
chosen because they are the best tree multipliers to our
knowledge. In addition, the row-based tree multiplier TreeRB in Section 5 is used for comparison as it has a more regular
structure. The comparison results are given in Table 5. The
blank boxes with “–” are because TGR s or delay profiles from
PPR are not available from literature. The original TDMradix4 data in [24] are normalized to our measurement base. It
is shown that Tree-RB multipliers have almost the same
TP P GR as TDM schemes. Because Tree-RB is more regular
than column reduction based TDM, we believe that TDM
would have worse results than Tree-RB if physical layout is
conducted. For n  32, the delays of EOLRLFs, ULLRLFs,
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TABLE 6
Power/Area/Delay after Automatic Layout (24-Bit)

and tree multipliers are very close. For larger n ¼ 48, EOLRLF
shows 13 percent more gate delay and ULLRLF shows
23 percent more gate delay. If another level of parallelism is
allowed, the delay difference could be reduced to be within
10 percent, while the regularity is degraded toward a tree. We
don’t consider this further parallelism here.
In the layout experiment, we only use our own tree
multiplier Tree-RB because HDL descriptions of TDM multipliers are not available and Tree-RB has similar delay but
better regularity. The results from automatic layout of 24-bit
and 32-bit multipliers are shown in Table 6 and Table 7. Power
is measured at 100MHz. For 24-bit multipliers, only random
test data are used as we do not have 24-bit djpeg test data. The
routable rate for 24-bit multipliers is 80 percent and the rate
for 32-bit multipliers is 70 percent. It is more difficult to route a
larger multiplier even of the same type.
The results show that EOLRLF has similar power, delay,
area as ULLRLF for 24-bit multiplication while consuming
7  12 percent more power for 32-bit. As analyzed in
Section 4.1, EOLRLF has 2-bit more shifting distance and an
extra ðn  6Þ-bit [4:2] adder compared to ULLRLF, which
complicates the layout and eliminates the one TAO21 logiclevel delay advantage. Compared to Tree-RB, ULLRLF
consumes 6  10 percent less power and has similar area
and delay.
For 32-bit Tree-RB and ULLRLF, we further conduct
layout with guided floorplanning by specifying placement
regions. For Tree-RB, we follow the floorplan in Fig. 18.
Because of region constraints, the routable rate drops to
60 percent. In addition, all blocks have to be assigned to
specific regions for delay reduction. We have tried coarser
region specifications and different floorplans, but got worse
results. For ULLRLF, we use the floorplan in Fig. 12. Despite
region constraints, the routable rate remains at 70 percent.
Regions are assigned for two big upper/lower blocks, final
[4:2] adder, and CPA. The results are shown in Table 8. The
delay is slightly improved from automatic layout. For
ULLRLF, there is no area cost for this delay improvement
because of the regularity of ULLRLF. For Tree-RB, the die area
increases 14 percent. After layout with guided floorplanning,
TABLE 7
Power/Area/Delay after Automatic Layout (32-Bit)
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TABLE 8
Power/Area/Delay after Layout with Guided Floorplanning (32-Bit)

ULLRLF and Tree-RB still have similar delay, while ULLRLF
has 16 percent less die area and 8 percent less power. The
power consumptions after guided layout are slightly larger
than those after automatic layout, although delays are
reduced. This is because guided floorplanning is primarily
for delay reduction on the critical paths. Region constraints
manually insert placement boundaries and affect global
optimization. The overall placement quality can degrade
because of overconstraining. Note that these simple layout
experiments only indicate the potential advantages of using
ULLRLF. To fully utilize the regularity of ULLRLF multipliers, a custom physical design process or a dedicated
physical synthesis tool such as [21] is needed.
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